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When a bully sends Nico’s brand-new quadcopter into the mists
of Still Cove, Nico decides to go after it despite the town rumors
of a beast that resides there. When he falls in, his friends Emma
and Tyler go after him and discover a pool of water that produces
strange things when they jump in. As time goes on, the powers of
the pool get out of control, and Nico and his friends must figure
out how to stop it. They learn to face their fears and save their
town from the things the pool produced.
This novel is full of mystery and adventure. It is a wonderful introduction to the middle-grade horror genre. There are some scary
elements such as a towering humanoid, an ogre-king-robot-god
mix, and an angry rhino. The novel works seamlessly so readers
cannot tell it was written by two people. Ally Condie and Brendan
Reichs work together to create a mystery that will engage any
middle-grade reader. The novel looks through the perspectives of
each of the characters, giving readers a look into the characters’
lives separately as well as together. This creates many interesting
angles for the readers to view problems. The action is well-balanced with the character building and plot setup so that there
is never a dull moment while reading this novel. The language is
simple enough that middle-grade readers can understand it, yet
the writing is beautifully constructed to keep readers engaged. It is
a wonderful novel for any middle-grade reader looking for adventure, mystery, and a thrill.
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